
SOLUTION BRIEF

A Unified Approach to  
Securing Identities and  
Enabling Compliance

Organizations are under constant and increasing pressure to assure 
leadership, shareholders and auditors that their applications and 
resources are protected both from external as well as from internal 
attacks. Ensuring the right users are assigned the appropriate access is 
critical to mitigating this risk. On top of this, add all the existing and new 
data privacy and industry regulations that require stringent compliance 
along with the associated and dreaded audit.

Staying compliant requires a lot of effort to maintain. Especially 
when people are continually changing jobs, working on special 
projects or leave your organization. The ability to review who has 
access to what data and where potential regulated data resides, 
along with the ability to conduct required security audits and 
implement continuous controls has never been more important. 

The combination of SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM and Fastpath Assure® delivers 
a unified approach to securing identities and enabling compliance across all 
applications and data, including granular policy administration and access control 
monitoring for ERPs. This integrated, best in breed approach provides enhanced 
visibility and management of system entitlements.

GDPR has been in effect since 25 May 2018.  
In that relatively short amount of time there have  
been over 160,000 data breaches requiring  
enforcement, and over $126 million in GDPR fines2

2/3rds
of Firms Have Suffered 

ERP Data Breaches ¹

1  Infosecurity group Oct 2019.  https://www.infosecurity-magazine.com/news/twothirds-of-firms-have-suffered/
2  CPO Magazine Feb 2020.  https://www.cpomagazine.com/data-protection/gdpr-fines-top-126-million-with-over- 
   160000-data-breaches-reported/

https://www.gofastpath.com/by-erp/sailpoint
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Organizations can now gain a comprehensive view of their ERP system’s (such as SAP, 
Oracle, etc) access risk exposure. By enabling a policy-driven identity and access 
governance solution across their ERP application landscape, organizations can improve 
security and reduce risk, automate user provisioning and demonstrate compliance.

Benefits of the combined solution:
Gain Centralized Visibility  
• Provide a single pane of glass for visibility and control across both SAP and  

non-SAP applications and data 
• Improve user provisioning with effective access risk management by automating 

identity processes that consume IT resources and budget
• Always be in the know of who has and should have access to all the applications, 

systems, file shares, and cloud infrastructure found across your hybrid infrastructure

Enforce and Demonstrate Compliance Across Business, IT and Audit Teams: 
• Grant and maintain secure access based on established business policies and 

corporate regulations. This allows the ability to maintain an access audit trail of every 
identity in your organization, demonstrating compliance with confidence and ease  

• Provide detailed tracking of key configuration changes within Oracle and SAP 
applications, which can have significant impact on access and identity risk 

• Find audit deficiencies before you auditor does by easily performing routine 
compliance checks on one to many users; ensuring access is always compliant

• Deep Segregation-of-Duties and
 Preventative Risk Analysis
• Out of the Box SoD Rule Sets
• Mitigation Control Configuration

• Identity Lifecycle Management
 and Provisioning
• Automated Compliance Controls
• Password Management

Fastpath + SailPoint
Integration

ERP & Enterprise
Applications 

Together, SailPoint and Fastpath provide the access, security and governance 
automation and controls to confidently define, implement and enforce the end-to-end 
identity management necessary for today’s mobile, diverse, modern workforce.
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SailPoint, the leader in identity management, delivers an innovative approach to 
securing access across the enterprise with the SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM platform. 
With SailPoint, enterprises can ensure that everyone and everything has the exact 
access they need, exactly when they need it, intuitively and automatically. Powered 
by patented Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technologies, 
the SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM platform is designed to securely accelerate the 
business while delivering adaptive security, continuous compliance and improved 
business efficiency. As an identity pioneer and market leader serving some of the 
world’s most prominent global companies, SailPoint consistently pushes the industry 
to rethink identity to the benefit of their customers’ dynamic business needs.

Stay up-to-date on SailPoint by following us on Twitter and LinkedIn and by subscribing 
to the SailPoint blog.

SAILPOINT:  
RETHINK
IDENTITY

sailpoint.com

Improve Security and Reduce Risk: 
• By leveraging authorization-based role composition  

and robust segregation-of-duties, SailPoint and Fastpath  
helps you identify and manage your access risk efficiently 
and effectively 

• Provide immediate risk analysis leveraging existing access 
rulesets and mitigating control assignment

• Identify hidden risks of inappropriate or over privileged  
access using peer group models

Integrated Features and Use Cases: 
• Automatically identify what your system’s custom t-codes  

are doing and apply them to your rulesets
• Leverage SAP transaction data to quantify the financial 

exposure of segregation of duties conflicts in your SAP environment
• Provide detailed role design visibility to empower your organization to take action 

based on business-focused analytics to drive least necessary privilege across  
your application landscape 

The combination of SailPoint Predictive IdentityTM and Fastpath Assure® solutions 
helps our mutual customers enforce and demonstrate compliance. By implementing 
access policies, you can be confident that the right people are accessing the right 
information for the right reasons. And it lets you quickly review and certify access for 
any user, at any time throughout their lifecycle.

Improve Security and 
Reduce Risk:

The SailPoint and Fastpath 
integrated approach 
leverages a broad partner 
ecosystem that includes the 
Big 4 and mid-tier audit firms 
in the US. These relationships 
enable us to stay abreast 
of a continuously shifting 
audit and highly regulatory 
landscape and provide 
a proactive approach to 
addressing your compliance 
and security initiatives.  
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https://twitter.com/SailPoint
https://www.linkedin.com/company/sailpoint-technologies/
https://www.sailpoint.com/blog/
http://www.sailpoint.com

